INTEGRATED REPORTING:
TOWARDS A GLOBAL ADOPTION?
A look at insurers’ annual reports – 2018 edition
Methodology

Our benchmark has been performed on a panel of 20 corporate reports published by insurers and reinsurers in 2016, with the objective to obtain a balanced representation of the market in terms of activities, typologies of the documents and geographical location. The panel of 20 reports is split into the same 3 categories as in 2015 (integrated reports, management reports that include CSR elements and strictly financial reports).

We have based our analysis on a qualitative benchmark. Reporting practices maturity has been analyzed through an assessment matrix inspired by the International <IR> Framework, complemented with Mazars’ insights on financial and pre-financial’ reporting practices approved by the <IR> Insurance Network participants during workshops performed in 2014/2015.

All reports have been first qualitatively characterized following 60 criteria of the assessment matrix. Considering the observed characteristics of these 60 criteria, we have then applied a maturity level from 1 to 5 to allow quantitative analysis. For the purpose of the analysis we have then consolidated the 60 criteria into 15 categories using the average maturity level of each related criteria.

1 - “Pre-financial” is meant to substitute the term “non-financial” when referring to all sets of information which presently do not have a “monetary value” but that, in the future, will have an impact on the financial status of the company.
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Introduction

Mazars is an international, integrated and independent organization, specializing in audit, accountancy, tax, legal and advisory services. The firm is a participant in the global <IR> Network of the IIRC (International Integrated Reporting Council) and, alongside Aegon and Generali has coordinated discussion and thought leadership from an international network of insurers and reinsurers.

Following publication of the International <IR> Framework in December 2013, the IIRC then launched the 2014-2017 “Breakthrough Phase” with the objective of ‘achieving a meaningful shift toward early adoption of the International <IR> Framework’. Our previous paper1 published in 2015 was aligned with this strategy; its principal purpose being to highlight the main differences between integrated reports and financial/CSR reports and, secondly, to introduce industry best practices in terms of integrated reporting and communication. The <IR> Framework has been tested and assessed during these past three years and significant 'breakthroughs' have been achieved. Our present paper, therefore, aims to illustrate the insurance industry trends and marks the end of the “Breakthrough Phase”.

Mazars has therefore carried out again the analysis of insurance company reporting using the same methodology3. Only the group of companies differs slightly from 2015: 22 reports were analyzed in 2015 against 20 this time, as two companies have been acquired4 by other groups. The list of companies in our present study can be found in the figure below.

2 - Integrated Reporting: How far have we come? A look at insurers’ annual reports
3 - For more information on the methodology, please refer to the appendix
4 - EXOR acquired PartnerRe in 2015 and FAIRFAX acquired Zurich Insurance Company South Africa Limited in 2016

Figure 1: Presentation of the panel for FY2016
This approach was chosen to assess how the 2015 panel of companies pursued the shift towards integrated reporting, what improvements were made and which could be made in the future. Considering the relatively small size of our panel, the study does not aim to report the actual percentage of each practice but rather to identify trends and key features in reporting by current insurers and reinsurers. It should be emphasized that the trends in reporting are interrelated with regulatory contexts. For example, since 2010 in South Africa all companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) have been required to produce an integrated report complying with King III Report on Corporate Governance (King IV since 2017). South Africa became one of the leaders in this type of reporting and it therefore makes sense that the two South African insurers in our panel (Nedbank and Sanlam) have been publishing integrated reports for a few years.

Reporting is too often considered as a tick-the-box exercise resulting in an administrative burden and a multitude of publications, with limited value for organizations and their stakeholders. The purpose of an integrated report is to communicate the underlying ability of a company to create value over time (short, medium and long term). There are clear benefits for both stakeholders reading the report and companies publishing it – but implementing such a forward-looking approach in a clear and concise reporting process is quite often a challenge. Compared with traditional financial reports, integrated reporting is a significant change in the way corporate reporting is designed, but it also instills integrated thinking, which in turn informs agile strategy and models.

Today, 40% of the reports studied in our panel are integrated reports (versus 23% in our previous paper). Nevertheless, publishing an integrated report does not guarantee exemplary quality of reporting in itself. This paper aims to share learnings and best practices to support implementation of the International <IR> Framework, which is a conceptual framework and best practice examples are still limited⁵.

---

⁵ - For more information on current practice examples, please consult the <IR> Examples Database: http://examples.integratedreporting.org/home
A progressive move towards integrated reporting

The differing national regulatory environments of the companies we examined had an impact on our study. Regulation in some countries strongly encourages companies to adopt integrated reporting - as mentioned earlier, South Africa has a long history of integrated reporting. Japanese companies are also encouraged by Japan’s Corporate Governance Code to publish an integrated report (e.g. MS&AD performed its third publication in 2016). The United Kingdom’s legislation also requires the publication of a strategic report, which shares a strong DNA with the integrated report, as illustrated by AVIVA’s reporting. More recently in the EU, the adoption in December 2016 of the European Directive 2014/95/UE regarding non-financial and diversity information, which is a further step toward integrated reporting, is expected to increase the number of companies adopting integrated reporting. Global adoption of integrated reporting is expected to flourish in this regulatory environment, although integrated reports are mostly not mandatory globally.

Furthermore, companies publishing a so-called ‘Management report’, combining financial and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) information, are taking a further step towards integrated reporting because this will normally include with regards a description of the business model (see graph below), as well as insight into: the organization’s strategy, the connectivity of information, material matters and a concise view of value creation across multiple capitals over time.

Management reports can be considered as a tool to enhance responsible business practices and integrate sustainability into business models. Indeed some companies recently made a shift from a management report to an integrated report: 3 companies out of 8 integrated reports in our sample published an integrated report for the first time in 2016.

As a matter of fact, although the International <IR> Framework defines guiding principles and content elements of an integrated report, companies are allowed flexibility in their implementation and some of them have also gradually moved toward integrated reporting. As an example, AXA published its first integrated report in 2016, an idea first suggested by the AXA Stakeholder advisory panel in 2014 and, as mentioned in the company’s report, ‘This shift reflects AXA’s commitment, since 2014, to gradually align our content and analysis with the objectives of the International integrated reporting Council’.

---

6 - AXA, MAPFRE and UNIPOL
7 - AXA 2016 Integrated Report, page 2
Aligning conciseness and completeness: a complex balance

Integrated reporting cannot provide all the answers. This reporting is strongly driven by a focus on conciseness, reliability, and completeness in a balanced way, but it still addresses the challenging issue: “How an organization’s strategy, governance, performance, and prospects, in the context of its external environment, lead to the creation of value in the short, medium and long terms”.

Most integrated reports use visual aids, notably to help readers understand at a glance the distinctive factors correlated to the company’s business model as well as its value creation story.

As shown in Figure 2, the inputs illustrated through various capitals (e.g. human, intellectual) bring a better understanding of resource allocations that cannot be summarized in corporate reporting solely by financial information any more. The value creation process includes the external trends considered as material for the company, commonly shared by insurers and reinsurers, and therefore connects elements through a holistic vision. Although the items are illustrated through narratives (and a few Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as inputs) in this scheme, UNIPOL’s report then introduces KPIs to underlie the Business Model Outputs.

8 - Source: IIRC website
In addition, some integrated reports connect narratives and KPIs to illustrate the resource allocation story, but still in a concise way to highlight the main levers of value creation within a single graph. The monitoring of these levers using KPIs should enhance comparability and reliability as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Value creation (AXA, 2016 Integrated Report, pages 40-41)
Most integrated reports from our panel describe how inputs are processed by the business activities into outputs and outcomes, although KPIs used to monitor these outputs and outcomes are rarely displayed.

These illustrations provide relevant examples to highlight several approaches to implementing the International <IR> Framework that show both the complexity of the business model and the value creation story in a concise and balanced way.

**Good practices**

For a long time corporate reporting has been focused on financial information before being supplemented by sustainability reporting, taking into account intangible assets such as human capital, relationship capital or brand capital. Nevertheless, an integrated report does not aim to be a combination of financial statements and sustainability reporting: reporting in silos cannot reflect the complexity of an organization, particularly with regard to its value creation story over time.

**Material matters are covered, but the materiality determination process remains obscure**

One of the main determining factors of integrated reporting, compared with other corporate reporting, relies on the materiality analysis (i.e. the selection of the most relevant issues that have or may have an impact on the business and therefore on the organization’s ability to create value). An integrated report introduces a more selective and hierarchical disclosure of financial and other information closely related to the business.

Although material matters’ disclosure is broadly achieved in integrated reports, the way companies select whether information should be disclosed as material is not specifically explained, especially with regard to the evaluation of the magnitude of issues or the likelihood of occurrence (short, medium and long-term).

![Maturity level](image)
Figure 4: Materiality matrix (UNIPOL, 2016 Integrated Report, page 13)

About 35% of the panel uses a materiality matrix. Although a materiality matrix is not required by the Framework, those from our panel are based on the degree of relevance for both Shareholders and the organization.
Nevertheless, defining how ‘relevance’ is assessed is not systematically described in the integrated reports studied, neither is the determination process for selecting stakeholders (e.g. degree of authority and knowledge of the insurance sector, ability to provide an original and innovative approach to the challenges faced by the organization\(^\text{10}\)). Besides, some of the materiality analysis is only performed on CSR matters (MAPFRE) or on non-financial issues (AEGON). Still, AEGON’s integrated report does describe its materiality assessment process, performed by an independent reviewer\(^\text{11}\) on a panel of 241 individuals from 29 organizations and 10 stakeholder groups, and classifies material matters according to the ability of the organization to influence or control them.

Since information disclosures within an integrated report are strongly driven by materiality analysis, the materiality determination process should be transparent for any reader and could be described in a methodological note available in the appendix or similar link.

---

10 - Criteria used by GENERALI during its material issues determination process. GENERALI, 2016 Sustainability report, page 17
11 - AEGON 2016 Integrated Report, page 22
Resource allocation and trade-offs between capitals are briefly described

Innovation, brand and talent resource management are intangible assets that are often a core feature of insurers and reinsurers’ business models. A legitimate question then arises: how do organizations integrate the value creation from non-financial resources and, more precisely, do organizations possess the necessary knowledge to embrace the challenges they face? Integrated reporting puts a high focus on intangibles as a future source of value creation. Insurers’ reports should, therefore, emphasize the importance of human capital as a key resource and describe the trade-offs between capitals to underline the impact of human resource allocation on value creation. In this section, we focus on how organizations highlight human capital as an essential part of value creation.

A relevant illustration lies in AVIVA’s strategic report where the company’s objective is to become a ‘320-year-old disruptor’ - it, therefore, counts on its people to achieve this digital transformation with a philosophy of “test and learn”. In its dedicated chapter “Our people”, the company spotlights its 29,500 employees and describes the measures, already in place or planned, to meet this purpose. For example, Aviva reinforced agile communications by launching #Uncut in 2016 where ‘senior leaders are streamed live on a weekly basis answering any question, from anyone, anywhere about anything’.
Another example showing which levers are identified by companies to attract and retain employees, while enhancing their performance and development, is illustrated by SANLAM’s integrated report, in which the company points out people development as one of the sustainability themes that supports its five-pillar strategy. The report clearly demonstrates how the company aims to develop a win-win relationship between employer and employee in a dedicated sub-section\(^\text{12}\) (see the figure below).

![Figure 6: SANLAM, 2016 Integrated Report, page 57](image)

12 - SANLAM Integrated Report also provides further information by referring to its supplementary People development report as well as its Remuneration report online
The organization goes even further, publishing a matrix about trade-offs between capitals, as illustrated below with the input of Human and Financial capitals to sustain people development.

![Trade-off: Profitability vs employment cost](image)

**Figure 7: SANLAM, 2016 Integrated Report, page 47**

Yet, in the integrated reports we analyzed, the commitment of each organization to strengthening intellectual capital to pursue a long-term strategy is not obvious: some reports briefly raise this topic, but they rarely address this subject fully.

Furthermore, the human capital resource elements are most often addressed in a purely descriptively way. This makes it challenging for some readers who may need metrics to appreciate the measures and investments made by the company on these items (e.g. average number of training days per employee, average training cost per employee, number of employees who benefited from some form of work-life balance measures etc.), as well as the direct and indirect benefits (e.g. internal mobility rate, global turnover, group employee engagement rate, employee satisfaction level etc.).

In conclusion, if strategic objectives are currently described in corporate reports, the relationship between current and future resource allocation (notably through financial or non-financial KPIs) could be enhanced for half of the integrated reporters in our sample, and is largely non-existent for more than 65% of our overall panel.
Strengthen and weaknesses

General aspects

As noticed in our previous publication, the structure and logical flow of insurers’ reports are often driven by company-specific logic (related to the business activities). Integrated reports tend to have a more consistent and easier structure based on a mix of certain content elements (e.g. strategy, business model and value creation process, risks and opportunities) addressed from a materiality perspective.

As mentioned earlier, management reports contain a number of features required by the International <IR> Framework and therefore constitute a significant improvement compared with traditional financial reports. However, a significant difference between integrated reporting approaches and other corporate reporting lies in the importance a company attaches to developing integrated thinking at a strategic level, therefore instilling a holistic vision shared among all teams and departments, including support functions, involved in the preparation of the report.

Guiding principles

Strategic focus and future orientation

Another purpose of the integrated reporting approach is to provide comprehensive information about the organization’s strategy and future outlook.

Maturity level

The report provides future-oriented information

Integrated Report Financial incl. CSR Strictly financial

This information is often included in a dedicated chapter on strategy (45% of the overall panel, and 63% considering IR reporters only), but prospective information is also regularly spread throughout the document. As mentioned in the previous chapter, even though strategic drivers and future key factors are described in the reports and resource allocation is often mentioned, we observe that current reporting practices could better link resource allocation plans and strategy (for 75% of the panel).

Maturity level

Resources allocation plans are characterized and connected to the strategy

Integrated Report Financial incl. CSR Strictly financial
Our strategy

Accelerate to excellence

2015 | SIMPLER AND SMARTER

In May 2015 we rolled out our strategy of becoming a simpler and smarter insurer for customers and distributors, to improve our capacity to generate cash and dividends.

2016-2018 | SIMPLER, SMARTER. FASTER

- Improve operating performance
  - Optimise international footprint
  - Rationalise the operating machine
  - Enhance technical capabilities
- Long-term value creation
  - Rebalance the insurance portfolio
  - Customer and distribution innovation
  - Strengthen the brand

Our people always at the heart of the strategy

The external context is increasingly challenging: on one hand, economic, financial and political uncertainty which results in greater volatility in interest rates, government and corporate bond spreads and the equity markets and, on the other hand, different customer behaviour, driven primarily by rapid technological evolution and more stringent regulations.

Figure 8: Strategy and future orientation (GENERALI, 2016 Integrated Report, pages 24-25)
Connectivity of information

Integrated thinking provides companies with the opportunity to expose their activities within a holistic framework and tackle their organization about interdependencies of external and internal factors that impact the value creation process. Financial reports barely introduce the interconnections between strategy, value creation process, risks, opportunities and performance across different timescales. By contrast, the connectivity of most of the integrated reports from our panel was strong on these items.

For instance, the connectivity of integrated reports is characterized by clear explanations of the consistency between long-term factors and key strategic drivers that affect the business, as well as the ability to create value for all stakeholders over time. As illustrated below, Nedbank’s report describes its medium to long-term target for each stakeholder in order to achieve its ‘deep green aspirations’.
We have set ourselves aspirational medium-to-long-term targets to measure the progress towards being most admired by our key stakeholders. These are underpinned by our Deep Green aspirations.

**Medium-to-Long-term Targets**

**Stakeholders**

- **Clients**
  - Top 2 brand value among SA banking JSE peers
  - Greater than 15% main-banked retail client market share
  - Top 2 in wholesale league tables and CIB NIR-to-advances ratio > 2.0%

- **Shareholders**
  - Top 2 price-to-book ratio among SA banking JSE peers
  - ROE (excluding goodwill): Cost of equity + 5%
  - Efficiency ratio: 50–53%

- **Regulators**
  - Effectively delivered compliance with regulatory change
  - Tier 1 capital ratio > 12%
  - LCR > 100%
  - NSFR > 100%

- **Communities**
  - Recognised as leader in promoting socioeconomic transformation, financing solutions to environmental challenges, enabling economic inclusion and enhancing financial wellbeing.
  - Delivering value through a commitment to our communities and the environment on pages 76 and 77.

**Deep Green Aspirations**

- **Great Place to Work**
  - Attracts, develops and retains a highly skilled and talented workforce...

- **Great Place to Bank**
  - Exceeds client expectations to become the financial partner of choice...

- **Great Place to Invest**
  - Grows profit sustainably to create shareholder value...

- **Worldclass at Managing Risk**
  - While effectively managing risk...

- **Green and Caring Bank**
  - ...and building sustainable communities.

---

Figure 9: Medium-to-long-term targets (NEDBANK GROUP, 2016 Integrated Report, page 16)
Integrated reporting is expected to bridge time horizons. Nevertheless, we noticed that most of our panel’s integrated reports do not yet systematically attempt to link medium or long-term time scales by using qualitative or quantitative information on future expected performance with the strategy and general outlook.

**Stakeholder relationships**

Integrated reporting cannot ignore key stakeholder interests when describing the value creation process.

While this is largely missing within traditional financial reports, stakeholder relationships are increasingly introduced in CSR chapters of financial reports and in management reports, often in the form of stakeholder mapping (30%) or narratives (50%). Beyond being identified, most corporate reports tend to describe the interdependencies between value creation and stakeholders’ interests.

![Maturity level](image)

In AEGON’s integrated report, the map below describes how stakeholder needs have been taken into account within the strategy definition.

![Stakeholders overview](image)

Figure 10: Stakeholders overview (AEGON, 2016 Integrated Report, page 4)

Nevertheless, few corporate reports clearly map the main stakeholder relationships and outline how the organization takes them into account on a sustainable medium or long-term basis.
Materiality

Materiality is one of the underlying concepts of integrated reporting and a differentiating factor compared with financial reports. Although disclosure of material matters in the insurance and reinsurance sector could be perceived as widespread, specificities of each business model imply to prioritize each matter, and focus on the interesting ones from a stakeholder’s point of view.

For example, in order to introduce the matters considered as most material, and still produce an ambitious and hard-hitting report, we noticed that AEGON chose to raise the subject of global aging in the introduction of its integrated report and asked an independent expert to write an opening column on this matter.

According to our panel, material trends are better covered in integrated reports than in other corporate reporting but, surprisingly, current insurance matters such as financial market volatility or demographical evolution (among others global aging) are not systematically developed in integrated reports.

Changes in technology (e.g. digitalization, new customer behaviors etc.) and regulation in financial services are forcing companies to adopt new business models in order to keep up with a fast-paced changing environment. For example, in AXA’s integrated report, its material factors are strongly linked to its growth strategy and identified as ‘priority markets’: Asia, as an emerging and growth market, but also Health and Retirement Savings since global aging impacts insurance business activities. As a matter of fact, innovation is a key lever for most insurers to consolidate their position in the market.

![Figure 11: Material trends/factors developed in the reports (% of the panel)](image-url)
Conciseness

An integrated report responds to a dual objective: be concise and ‘sufficient […] without being burdened with less relevant information’\(^\text{13}\). From a quantitative point of view, the integrated reports included in our panel have less pages than financial reports with lengths varying from 48 pages before appendix (MS&AD) to 200+ pages.

![Figure 12: Length of reports from our panel](image)

This is due to the materiality exercise allowing companies to focus only on significant matters and the use of visual aids. As a consequence, integrated reports distinguish themselves by their conciseness and the clarity of their content.

Maturity level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrated Report</th>
<th>Financial incl. CSR</th>
<th>Strictly financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability and completeness

Since an independent auditor’s report on integrated reports is not mandatory, the Framework requires reports claiming to be integrated reports to include a statement from those charged with governance acknowledging their responsibility, among other things, to ensure the integrity of the report. This brings more credibility to the approach and guarantees the accuracy of the information provided.

---

\(^{13}\) - International <IR> Framework, paragraph 3E
All integrated reports from our panel refer to the International <IR> Framework, albeit not all of them include a statement as described in the Framework, with the mention of these three following items:

- an acknowledgement of their responsibility to ensure the integrity of the integrated report (75% from the <IR> panel meet this requirement)
- an acknowledgement that they have applied their collective mind to the preparation and presentation of the integrated report (only 25% from the <IR> panel)
- their opinion or conclusion about whether the integrated report is presented in accordance with this Framework (only 25% from the <IR> panel)

The International <IR> Framework also gives complementary guidance to enhance reliability, notably by publishing information in a balanced way with both negative and positive matters. In our panel, we identified an innovative approach to challenge the content of the publication with no bias: this year, SANLAM requested feedback on its previous integrated report from its main stakeholders, and published summarized feedback including any areas of improvement (e.g. on the materiality of reporting content, the Cluster was “satisfied, with suggestions to include, for example, quantification of long-term opportunities and risks, more granular detail per country and performance tracking per investment”).

**Consistency and comparability**

Comparability could be enhanced by using more standardized metrics as well as relevant ratios. For example, publishing the average cost of training per employee is more meaningful than publishing the cost of training by itself.

88% of integrated reports from our panel use industry or regional benchmarks and 63% refer to independent information (NGOs, professional associations). For instance, AXA’s integrated report mentions the “Han et al” study (2010) showing a positive correlation between insurance penetration and economic growth.

We also noticed that about 55% of our studied panel include main KPIs on past performance only: it is rare for reports to publish performance targets. An organization’s ambition of future years’ performance could, nevertheless, be illustrated through estimates. Still, with reference to AXA, the integrated report links concrete actions with their KPIs for 2020 (e.g. +€100m invested in academic research on risks by 2018, 10x increase in active users of mobile prevention application by 2020).
Organizational overview and external environment:

The external environment is extensively addressed from a descriptive point of view (e.g. societal issues such as demographic change, or economy digitalization and technological changes impacting customer behaviors) but external environment changes, even if they are explained in the report, are rarely linked to the strategy except when they are perceived as key material matters.

On this basis, integrated reports achieve a significantly better maturity level compared with other reports. For example, AEGON identified 7 key material matters among which some are only and directly due to the external environment (low-interest rates, increased regulation in financial service); it then explains how the organization takes these matters into account in its strategy to increase its resilience to external matters.

![Figure 13: Operating environment (AEGON, 2016 Integrated Report, page 23)](image-url)
Nevertheless, the external environment is also defined by the competitive landscape, which is barely introduced in corporate reporting from our panel: for instance, reports mentioning the startup ecosystem are rare.

**Governance**

Most of the reports (including financial ones) describe the organization’s leadership structure, including skill and diversity guidelines.

![Figure 14: Corporate Governance: Skills of the Board of Directors (UNIPOL, 2016 Integrated Report, page 53)](image)

Skill disclosures should genuinely reflect the ability of a Governance Function holder to contribute to value creation by taking relevant strategic decisions. Generic representation of governance bodies or a presentation of their respective roles and their past/current actions does not illustrate their role in the value creation process.

**Risks and opportunities:**

Risk disclosures have been required by regulation for a long time: the International <IR> Framework has been commonly applied to this topic by organizations of our panel publishing an integrated report.

![Maturity level diagram](image)

Publishing specific risks on material matters and explaining how the organization is dealing with them is a significant area of differentiation of integrated reports, compared to traditional financial reporting.
Figure 15: (GENERALI, 2016 Integrated Report, pages 36-37)
Some integrated reports identify opportunities where specific risks lie, as illustrated in the figure below. Disclosing information about opportunities as well as risks is required by the International <IR> Framework.

Figure 16: (AXA, 2016 Integrated Report, page 42)

Nevertheless, the disclosure of opportunities and their potential as levers of value creation, should be more widespread.
The progressive adoption of integrated reporting these past three years illustrates the important mindset changes that companies experience in preparing to full implement the principles of the International <IR> Framework. Developing Integrating Thinking within the organization and then reflecting the outcome of that in their integrated report can be perceived as a rewarding but ongoing journey.

By studying the differences between the reports of companies on our panel, we noticed the misinterpretations and misapplications of several content elements and guidelines of the International <IR> Framework. For instance, the difficulty, as a reader, of understanding the relationships and tradeoffs between the different capitals and the value creation process acts against the connectivity of information and integrated thinking. For a conglomerate company with multiple business models, reporting in silos is still ongoing.

Nevertheless, as shared within this report, we noticed some good integrated reporting practices from our panel that could provide inspiration for other insurers and reinsurers to improve their reporting.

As a conclusion, our three main areas of advice are as follows:

• Integrated reports globally are not yet implementing the Framework principle of conciseness: referring more often to the corporate website or other online publications for more detailed information could be more widespread.

• Using more visual aids such as diagrams and graphs allows readers to understand at a glance complex concepts such as strategy, business model and value creation.

• Collecting and disclosing relevant KPIs and/or giving examples of concrete actions will better communicate the key messages in the narrative parts of the integrated report.
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